
1. Polymer producer Trelleborg sponsors a successful team that competes in a game centered on this activity, 

which won the first two tournaments hosted by Giants Software. A game focused on this activity was 

developed over the course of four years entirely by developer Eric Barone. Along with watching some racing 

games, Angela Merkel amusingly tried out a game centered on this activity at Gamescom 2017 which is 

popular in (*) Germany. Recent entries in a popular series centered on this activity include The Lost Valley and 

Light of Hope. Zynga developed a massively popular game on Facebook centered on this activity which had over 84 

million monthly active players in 2010, which mostly involved players obsessively checking their work at regular 

intervals in real time. For 10 points, identify this activity central to Stardew Valley, the Harvest Moon series, and a 

ubiquitous Facebook game partially called Ville. 

ANSWER: farming [accept word forms and equivalents like agriculture, growing food, etc] 

[Yes, that first clue is about the competitive Farming Simulator league] 

 

2. A model of these things was first created by Ashton and Lee by comparing the similar use of adjectives 

across different languages, which they dubbed the HEXACO model for its six main variables. Marilyn Bates 

and David Keirsey developed the KTS, a tool with four “rings” used by the U.S. government to evaluate these 

things. Named for the three factors originally used in the first version in 1978 by Costa and McCrae, a 

method of evaluating these things with relatively strong internal consistency is the (*) NEO PI-R. These things 

can be analyzed with an analysis of the “Big Five” traits or an oft-criticized test based on the work of Carl Jung that 

categorizes 16 different types known by four-letter designations. For 10 points, identify these things often 

categorized as “sensing or feeling” and “introverted or extroverted” with the Myers-Briggs test. 

ANSWER: personalities [accept personality traits or personality types] 

 

3. This artist was the first living artist to have a solo exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, which featured 

a paint train that splattered the entryways with red. This artist has collaborated with Cecil Balmond on a 

large red steel and PVC work at the Tate called Marsyas, and on the tallest sculpture in Britain, the 

ArcelorMittal Orbit, made for the 2012 London Olympics. A recurring theme in this artist’s works is (*) 

reflection, demonstrated by his Sky Mirror installation. People can walk under the omphalos of a work by this artist 

that is made up of 128 stainless steel plates and reflects the city skyline from Millennium Park. For 10 points, name 

this creator of Chicago’s Cloud Gate, also known as the Bean.  

ANSWER: Anish Kapoor 

 

4. One character with this title sings in the soundtrack to a 1994 Broadway musical that “No pain could be 

deeper/No life could be cheaper” and that “No beauty could move me/No goodness improve me.” That song 

sung by a character with this name is “If I Can’t Love Her.” Another being with this title names a song that 

declares “I left alone, my mind was blank/I needed time to think to get the memories from my mind” and 

begins with Barry Clayton saying (*) “Woe to you, o’er earth and sea”. A figure with this moniker is the male half 

of a duo referenced in the title of a song that tells a “tale as old as time/song as old as rhyme”. For 10 points, Iron 

Maiden sang about the number of which creature being six six six, that shares its name with a character paired with 

Belle in the soundtrack to a Disney film? 

ANSWER: “The Beast” 

 

5. After succeeding Romaro Miller at his position, this player ended Nebraska’s 40-year winning season 

streak at the Independence Bowl. This player’s most iconic play came after Jarvis Green grabbed his 

shoulder and Richard Seymour grabbed his jersey, but neither could finish the tackle. This player was voted 

Super Bowl MVP after leading the first team with less than 10 regular season wins to win the Bowl. This 

player was booed by Chargers fans after he publicly said he would refuse to play for (*) San Diego, who would 

pick him anyway just to trade. In a game-winning drive capped by a touchdown catch by Plexico Burress, this player 

evaded three tackles and threw 32 yards to David Tyree, who would cling to the ball on his helmet. That game was 



his first of two wins against his counterpart Tom Brady and prevented a perfect 19-0 season. For 10 points, name 

this quarterback who led the New York Giants to two Super Bowls, the younger brother of Peyton. 

ANSWER: Eli Manning (prompt on just Manning) 

 

6. In the episode “Sick Day”, this character helps his rival try to do good, but is secretly fixing the 

unintentional harm his rival’s actions cause, which temporarily ruins their friendship in the show Milo 

Murphy’s Law. In one movie, the song “Unsung Hero” plays while this character protects a ship travelling 

through an asteroid field. This character was adopted due to his quirky two-directional (*) gaze, which was 

revealed in the movie Across the Second Dimension that featured an evil cyborg version of this character hunting 

down two stepbrothers. This character’s owners’ inventions are frequently destroyed by his battles with Dr. 

Doofenshmirtz. For 10 points, name this secret agent pet of Phineas and Ferb. 

ANSWER: Perry the Platypus [accept Agent P] 

 

7. Note to players: two answers required. An 1814 treaty saw these two countries trade the colonies of Bangka 

Island and Kochi. A fleet composed of forces from these two countries lost the apparently disastrous but 

ultimately unimportant Battle of Beachy Head. A low point in the relations between these two countries 

culminated in the Raid on the Medway. A ruler of one of these countries received an (*) invitation from a group 

of the other’s notables, the Immortal Seven. The alliance between these two non-Austrian members of the League of 

Augsburg was confirmed by a victory over the Jacobites at the Boyne. For 10 points, name these two countries, one 

of whom’s Prince of Orange became the other’s King William III during the Glorious Revolution.  

ANSWER: England and the Netherlands (accept the United Kingdom or Great Britain for “England” and the 

United Provinces of the Netherlands or the Dutch Republic for “the Netherlands”) 

 

8. A character in this movie talking over a PA slowly pronounces “septuacentennial” while announcing a 

celebratory cupcake. The main character of this movie finds an old Betamax tape of the 1969 musical Hello, 

Dolly! and watches a scene where two characters hold hands; later he plays the tune to “It Only Takes a 

Moment” instead of saying “I love you”. A shot from the POV of this movie’s protagonist pans across a wall 

of captains who get progressively (*) fatter before resting on McCrea waking up to an alarm, who is 3 hours late 

for morning announcements. The main character of this movie was left behind by the Buy-N-Large mega-

corporation, which built massive starliners that took humanity away from Earth, where he meets EVE. For 10 points, 

name this  2008 Pixar movie about a robot that collects trash. 

ANSWER: WALL-E 

 

9. A poem titled after this time of day often memorized by Quebec high schoolers begins “Oh how the snow’s 

been falling” and is by Émile Nelligan. This is the first of two times of day that precede the line “It was 

snowing” in the last stanza of “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird”. The speaker of a poem partially 

titled for this time of day hears a lover sing by a “brimming river” and declares “I’ll love you/ till China and 

Africa meet”. The poet (*) walks out at this time in that poem by W.H. Auden. In a poem partially titled for this 

time of day, the speaker hears the sounds of “downy flake” and “harness bells” and  repeats the lines “And miles to 

go before I sleep.” For 10 points, name this time of day in which the narrator stops by the woods in a poem by 

Robert Frost. 

ANSWER: evening [or le soir] 

 

10. As “Juju”, Pittsburgh Steelers player Juju Smith-Schuster is a popular user on this website. A paralyzed 

man named Ken Worrall goes by No HandsKen on this website. Aloa Kanojia, or “Dr. K”, is a psychologist 

who mainly uses this website to discuss people’s mental health issues. This site has organized a series of 

competitions between its most popular users called (*) Rivals. This site quickly eclipsed the older website it was 

spun-off from, created by Emmett Shear and Justin Kan. Microsoft’s competitor Mixer has given massive contracts 



to former users of this site like Shroud and Ninja. For 10 points, name this website, the most popular live-streaming 

platform on the web focused on gaming. 

ANSWER: Twitch.tv 

 

11. This functional group can be oxidized by displacing an acetyl group on an iodine atom in a procedure that 

has largely been superseded by a reaction involving sodium dichromate. They are not amines, but these 

functional groups are commonly converted to tosylates which function as protecting groups. This functional 

group can be reversibly protonated in the presence of an acid to produce an (*) oxonium ion. Two of these 

functional groups in a cis conformation are produced from an alkene via an osmate intermediate, or in a trans 

conformation through hydrolysis of an epoxide. Sodium borohydride is commonly used to produce primary 

examples of this functional group from aldehydes or secondary ones from ketones. For 10 points, name this 

functional group denoted R-O-H. 

ANSWER: hydroxyl or alcohols 

 

12. Artifacts from a culture in this country have motifs like double-headed rainbow snakes and people with 

open arms in headdresses. The Late Intermediate Period or “Middle Horizon” in this country’s history is 

considered to coincide with the collapse of its coastal Wari culture. A culture centered around Moon worship 

and irrigated agriculture in this country’s desert north was the (*) Chimú culture, whose monochromatic black 

pottery contrasts with earlier lewd pottery of the Moche. A colonial government in this country was created after the 

Sapa of the Tawantinsuyu was defeated at the battle of Cajamarca. For 10 points, name this country, the center of a 

large empire conquered by Francisco Pizarro and ruled from its city of Cuzco. 

ANSWER: Peru 

 

13. This artist begins one song with the lyrics “I feel off, I might love you, baby, I'd give my soul”; that is the 

Congolese-inspired song “Deep” on their debut EP Coconut Oil. This artist marries themselves in a music 

video featuring a muscular shirtless priest. Missy Elliot features on a song by this artist that claims “thick 

thigh save lives”, which is after the songs “Jerome” and “Crybaby” on their breakout album (*) Cuz I Love 

You. During performances of their breakout hit, this artist often twerks and plays a flute solo at the same time. A 

song by this artist, popularized by Tiktok two years after its release, features the iconic lyrics “I just took a DNA 

test/Turns out I’m 100% that bitch”. For 10 points, identify this queer artist known for body positive messages in her 

songs “Juice”, “Good as Hell”, and “Truth Hurts”. 

ANSWER: Lizzo or Melissa Viviane Jefferson 

 

14. A long suspension bridge set to be finished in 2023 will link the mainland of this country to a large 

archipelago which derives from a local word for brown-hooded gulls. The majority of this country’s 

population lives in cities like Talca and Temuco, which are east of its namesake coastal range in its Central 

Valley. This country is the western part of a cultural region called the (*) Southern Cone. The abandoned town 

of Yungay, one of the driest places in the world, is in this country’s copper mining region of Antofagasta. That 

desert in this country is also home to massive artworks created in the sand by the ancient Nazca culture. For 10 

points, name this South American country home to the Atacama desert and the western portion of Tierra del Fuego, 

with capital at Santiago. 

ANSWER: Chile 

 

15. Creel gains a magical pair of blue shoes in a series named after this animal’s “slippers” by Jessica Day 

George. This animal is the wizard name of Sarkan in Naomi Novik’s Uprooted, and these animals fight in the 

Napoleonic wars in her series Temeraire. After Oromis suffers a seizure, the possessed Murtaugh kills one of 

these animals at Feinster. A red rose-shaped gem is fixed with help from one of these animals, whose name 

was chosen from a list provided by (*) Brom; that one of these animals helps end King Galbatorix’s rule and is 



named Saphira. Another animal of this kind lives in Erebor and is killed by Bard the Bowman while he is defending 

Lake-town in The Hobbit. For 10 points, what kind of mythical fire-breathing creature is Smaug? 

ANSWER: dragon 

 

16. An extremely rare congenital type of this condition was first described in Finland in 1959. The absence of 

this condition has been linked to mutations in two genes on the chromosome arm 2q21. A mutation in the 

gene MCM6 prevents this condition by continuously activating a different gene. In Africa, the absence of this 

condition corresponds geographically with the spread of (*) pastoralism. To circumvent this issue, manufacturers 

may add a certain enzyme to their products to make up for its loss in people with this condition, which usually 

begins at 4-5 years of age. For 10 points, name this condition in which sufferers are unable to consume normal milk 

products without digestive issues. 

ANSWER: lactose intolerance [or lactase non-persistence] 

 

17. Joyce Carol Oates reimagined this work in a story titled for the “accursed inhabitants” of this story’s 

central location. Harold Pinter directed a Broadway adaptation of this story by William Archibald, The 

Innocents. Prior to the events of this story, a boy’s mysterious bad behavior leads to his expulsion from 

school. In this story, the narrator recalls The Mysteries of Udolpho before first glimpsing a figure in a (*) 

tower from the garden. This novella’s frame story begins as party-goers swap stories on Christmas Eve. At the end 

of this novella, Mrs Grose leaves with Flora and Miles dies in the arms of the governess while attempting to see the 

spirit of Peter Quint. For 10 points, name this novella, the most famous ghost story by Henry James.  

ANSWER: The Turn of the Screw 

 

18. In 2016, the first women graduated with a special geshema degree to become nuns in this faith. The 

neighbourhood of McLeod Ganj has become an important pilgrimage site for people of this faith. To 

counteract the growing influence of the newest school of this religion, the anti-sectarian Rimé movement was 

begun between other schools. This faith’s influence greatly expanded after its adoption by the (*) Yuan 

dynasty, who followed its Gelug School. A tulku of this religion is chosen at a young age after they are able to pick 

out objects belonging to the previous figure. The leader of this religion fled to Dharamsala in India after an invasion 

of its home country by Chinese forces in 1959. For 10 points, name this faith led by Tenzin Gyatso, the 14th Dalai 

Lama.  

ANSWER: Indo-Tibetan Buddhism (prompt on just Buddhism, accept Gelug Buddhism until read) 

 

19. A game between two schools from this state was the first game shown in an ESPN “Megacast”, originally 

called a Full Circle. A coach’s reputation for promoting good academics in his players at a school in this state 

was called into question after a scandal involving questionable “paper classes” taken in the last 18 years of his 

career. Gordon Hayward's missed half-court shot playing for Butler allowed their opponent, a team from this 

state, to win the NCAA Championship in (*) 2010 by a single basket. The first coach in NCAA Div 1 basketball 

history to achieve 1,000 wins did so with a school in this state. A school in this state has won five NCAA 

Championships under Mike Krzyzewski, or “Coach K”. Zion Williamson played for a public university in this state. 

For 10 points, name this U.S. state, home to the Tar Heels and the Blue Devils of Duke University. 

ANSWER: North Carolina 

 

20. In a scene on this show, one character calls another a “hard sell” for girls because “he wears a cape”. 

While dancing to Desiigner’s song “Panda” in front of other students, a character on this show drops his 

cellphone, which switches to the song “Fireflies”. On an episode of this show, the male protagonist of this 

show delivers a long rant in a boardroom over real photos after a co-worker accuses him of not caring about 

his country after the (*) 2016 election. In perhaps the most famous scene from this show, a man panics when he 

finds a young girl unattended in an elevator. This show has spawned spin-offs that follow Zoey as she goes to 



college and a prequel about Bow’s family in the 1980s; those spin-offs are partially titled Mixed and Grown. For 10 

points, name this show on ABC narrated by Anthony Anderson about an upper-class African-American family. 

ANSWER: Black-ish 

 

Bonuses 

 

1. This fantasy novel’s eponymous series ended with Kingdom of Ash. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this Sarah J. Maas novel, whose protagonist, Celaena [Selena] Sardothien, is a gifted teenage assassin 

competing to become the King’s Champion. 

ANSWER: Throne of Glass 

[10] Throne of Glass was inspired by this fairy tale of a girl sneaking into a ball in glass slippers. 

ANSWER: Cinderella 

[10] The Cinderella story has been retold countless times, such as in this author’s Just Ella. This author also wrote 

the series The Missing, in which famous historical children are being kidnapped and taken to the 21st century, and 

Shadow Children. 

ANSWER: Margaret Peterson Haddix 

 

2. This work quotes Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony in each movement. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this piano sonata, with four movements named after Emerson, Hawthorne, the Alcotts, and Thoreau. 

ANSWER: Concord Sonata [or Piano Sonata No. 2] 

[10] The Concord Sonata was written by this American composer of Three Places in New England and Central 

Park in the Dark. 

ANSWER: Charles Ives 

[10] Ives’ symphony of this number features the movement “Comedy: Allegretto”, which is based on Hawthorne’s 

The Celestial Railroad. This symphony is considered his most complex and follows his Pulitzer-winning The Camp 

Meeting. 

ANSWER: Symphony No. 4 

 

3. David Ruffin made his debut as a lead on this song, which begins with him singing “I’ve got sunshine on a cloudy 

day”. FTPE: 

[10] Name this song by the Temptations which repeats the lyrics “I guess you’d say, what could make me feel this 

way” while “talkin’ bout” the title person. 

ANSWER: My Girl 

[10] This Motown musician wrote My Girl along with his friend Ronald White, and also wrote My Guy for Mary 

Wells. This musician is better known as the frontman of the Miracles, the band he recorded songs like The Tracks of 

My Tears, I Second That Emotion, and The Tears of a Clown with. 

ANSWER: Smokey Robinson 

[10] This word appears twice in the title of a Smokey Robinson & the Miracles song that includes the lyrics “but in 

the game I lost you, what a price to pay”. In the Temptations song “Ain’t Too Proud to Beg”, this word is repeated 

twice in the chorus after “ain’t too proud to plead”. 

ANSWER: baby baby 

 

4. In an episode of this show, Ben Cartwright helps a young Jewish student get into the U.S. Naval Academy against 

the wishes of a local bigoted schoolteacher; that student is future Nobel Prize-winning Albert A. Michelson, who 

really did live in Virginia City, Nevada where this show is set. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this show, which ran 14 seasons from 1959 to 1973 and starred Canadian actor Lorne Greene as Ben, 

who was only 13 years older than his sons Adam and Hoss. 

ANSWER: Bonanza 



[10] In episodes like “the Fear Merchants” and “The Lonely Man”, Bonanza addressed the racism faced by 

immigrants of this ethnicity in the Wild West. Hop Sing, the Cartwright family cook, was a comic relief character of 

this ethnicity. 

ANSWER: Chinese-American 

[10] Bonanza was the #1 show on TV for several years until this variety show came on at the same time slot. Tom 

and Dick were the title hosts of this show, which featured rock bands normally not shown on TV, including a 

performance by the Who in which Kieth Moon blew up his drums. 

ANSWER: Smothers Brothers 

 

5. This thinker’s most important work began as a series of lectures on William James and describes his concept of 

the “speech-act”, which can be illocutionary like asking a question or perlocutionary by answering one. FTPE: 

[10] Name this thinker, who coined the term “performative utterance” in the book How To Do Things With Words. 

This thinker also wrote the notes for the posthumous book Sense and Sensibilia. 

ANSWER: J.L. Austin 

[10] J.L. Austin’s concept of language describes statements and facts based on their relation to this concept. This 

epistemological quality is tracked in namesake tables, and Gettier attacked the assertion that knowledge was 

justified beliefs with this quality. 

ANSWER: truth (accept word forms) 

[10] Austin contrasted the descriptive and demonstrative kinds of these concepts. Descriptive examples of these 

concepts correlate sentences with types of events and things, while demonstrative examples correlate statements 

with historical situations that concretely happened in the past. 

ANSWER: conventions 

 

6. Taika Waititi is slated to make a live action remake of this movie, which has also gotten new attention because it 

predicted the postponement of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics by accident. For ten points each: 

[10] Name this crazy ass movie, set in Neo Tokyo on the verge of collapse, in which Tetsuo acquires psychic 

powers. Testuo’s friend Kaneda leads a biker gang in this movie. 

ANSWER: Akira 

[10] Akira’s cyberpunk setting is indebted to this 1982 movie starring Harrison Ford, which received a sequel set in 

2049. This movie is based on Phillip K. Dick’s book Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep. 

ANSWER: Blade Runner 

[10] In a letter, this author gushed to director Ridley Scott about how Blade Runner matched the setting he was 

creating for his book Neuromancer. This author’s Sprawl trilogy inspired the Matrix movies and he adapted Alien 3 

into a graphic novel. 

ANSWER: William Gibson 

 

7. This sport was known as “military patrol” upon its introduction into the Olympics in 1924. For 10 points each, 

[10] Name this sport, governed by the IBU, that combines target shooting and nordic skiing.  

ANSWER: biathlon 

[10] This biathlon format was first introduced to the Olympics in 2006. Contrasted with individual, sprint, pursuit, 

and relay, this is the only biathlon format where competitors begin together and the first to cross the finish line wins.  

ANSWER: mass start biathlon [accept  15k mass start, 12.5k mass start, or mass start 60] 

[10] This athlete won 2 gold medals in the biathlon in the 2018 Olympics, including a photo finish in the 15k mass 

start. This most decorated French Olympian of all time holds the record for most biathlon World Cup wins, with 7.  

ANSWER: Martin Fourcade 

 

8. The early Levins model of these systems relied exclusively on presence-absence statistics and so missed non-

trivial equilibrium solutions found in more complex models. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name these systems, made up of small, spatially related populations that are able to exchange individuals. 



ANSWER: metapopulations [do not accept or prompt on “populations”] 

[10] Metapopulation theory grew out of MacArthur and Wilson’s 1967 theory of the biogeography of these isolated 

landmasses, which are often home to the evolution of gigantism like that seen in monitor Lizards on Komodo. 

ANSWER: islands 

[10] Most metapopulation models ignore the effects of speciation and so simulate these two opposing processes. A 

dynamic equilibrium between these two processes is also at the heart of Macarthur and Wilson’s island 

biogeography. 

ANSWER: extinction AND colonization [accept immigration instead of colonization] 

 

9. This poet stated “art just isn’t worth that much” while discussing another poet’s collection The Dolphin. For 10 

points each: 

[10] Name this poet who described a line of oil cans emblazoned with “ESSO-ESSO-ESSO” in “The Filling 

Station.” This poet was the dedicatee of another author’s poem “Skunk Hour.” 

ANSWER: Elizabeth Bishop 

[10] Elizabeth Bishop and her friend Robert Lowell were from this American state. This American state was also the 

home of Emily Dickinson and Nathaniel Hawthorne. 

ANSWER: Massachusetts 

[10] Elizabeth Bishop wrote about “some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent” in a villanelle about this thing. 

The speaker of that poem describes how the “art” of this thing isn’t “hard to master.” 

ANSWER: losing 

 

10. This character is referred to as “Zuzu” by her part-Puerto Rican family, and the bio she wrote on one website 

claims she was “born in Bjork’s house in Iceland” and raised on Easter Island. For ten points each: 

[10] Name this character, who begins season 1 as an intern and quickly marries a man who works as a basketball 

coach after shoe-shining at city hall. In a game-show like scene, this character identifies Jeff Mangum as the rock 

star she would get with. 

ANSWER: April Roberta Ludgate-Dwyer (accept either underlined part individually) 

[10] April Ludgate was played by Aubrey Plaza on this show, which also featured Amy Poehler as Leslie Knope and 

Rashida Jones as Ann Perkins. 

ANSWER: Parks & Recreation 

[10] Plaza also played the title woman of this movie, who moves to California to become friends with a social media 

influencer. At the start of this movie, Plaza’s character brings pepper spray to a wedding she wasn’t invited to. 

ANSWER: Ingrid Goes West 

 

11. During this century the Cyprian Plague devastated the Mediterranean and may have killed Claudius Gothicus. 

For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this century which also saw the capture of Valerian by the Sassanid Empire, as 1well as climate change-

fueled famine and migration in Northern Europe. 

ANSWER: the third century AD [or the 200s AD] 

[10] This general kickstarted the Crisis of the Third Century by taking power after the assasination of Severus 

Alexander. This Thracian warred with Gordian I and II as well as senatorial forces before being assassinated by his 

own troops at Aquelia while marching on Rome.  

ANSWER: Maximinus I Thrax 

[10] The Crisis of the Third Century ended upon the accession of this emperor. This Dalmatian established the 

Tetrarchy and attempted to curb inflation by issuing the Edict of Maximum Prices. 

ANSWER: Diocletian 

 

12. Minor characters in this novel include the drummer for Liquid Sheep and an iguana named Arnold 

Schwartzeneggar. For 10 points each: 



[10] Name this novel in verse, in which the yuppie John Brown meets Liz Dorati through a personal ad in a 

newspaper. 

ANSWER: The Golden Gate 

[10] The Golden Gate is by this author, who also described Rupa Mehra’s search for a husband for her daughter in A 

Suitable Boy.  

ANSWER: Vikran Seth 

[10] Seth wrote The Golden Gate in Pushkin’s Onegin Stanzas, a modified version of this 14 line poetic form. This 

form, used in cycles by Petrarch, Spencer, and Shakespeare, consists of three quatrains and a closing couplet.  

ANSWER: sonnet 

 

13. Coupling analytical techniques can provide vast amounts of data for determining the structure of complex 

molecules. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this technique often used to couple liquid chromatography to mass spectrometry, especially with purified 

proteins. It produces an aerosol of multiple-charged ions with little fragmentation of the molecular ion. 

ANSWER: electrospray ionization or ESI [prompt on partial answer] 

[10] Since the resulting ions from ESI are large with little structural information, this type of mass spectrometry is 

often used with it. In this technique, ions collected at a particular mass-to-charge ratio are further split and analyzed 

by a second or third mass spectrometer. 

ANSWER: tandem mass spectrometry [or MS/MS, or MS²] 

[10] When zooming into a mass-to-charge peak in a mass spectrum, there are usually multiple individual smaller 

peaks due to the presence of these entities. The space between peaks is always proportional to 1 Dalton because 

these entities differ only in the number of neutrons present in an element’s nucleus. 

ANSWER: isotopes 

 

14. Answer some questions about movies that feature multiple actors and actresses from the MCU in very different 

kinds of movies. For ten points each: 

[10] Characters played by Josh Brolin and Elizabeth Olsen become, well, friends in this Spike Lee movie, generally 

criticized as a lacklustre remake of the original 2003 movie. This movie adds elements like $20 million in diamonds 

and a bar owner named Chucky, while Samuel L. Jackson plays hotel owner Chaney. 

ANSWER: Oldboy 

[10] Tom Hiddleston plays this country musician in I Saw the Light, which depicts his early death and rocky 

marriage to Audrey Sheppard played by Elizabeth Olsen 

ANSWER: Hank Williams 

[10] These directors casted Brolin, ScarJo, and Tilda Swinton in their send-up of Golden Age Hollywood called 

Hail, Caesar. Their movie No Country for Old Men also cast Brolin. 

ANSWER: the Coen brothers (or Joel Coen and Ethan Coen, or just “the Coens”) 

 

15. On this island Christopher Columbus, embarked on an expedition of revenge against Caonabo of Maguana in 

response to an attack at La Navidad. For 10 points each, 

[10] Name this island, whose city of Santo Domingo is the oldest continuously-inhabited European settlement in the 

Americas. 

ANSWER: Hispaniola 

[10] Caonabo was a member of this indigenous people of Hispaniola. This broad group occasionally came into 

conflict with the later-settling Caribs, and suffered up to 90% population losses under Spanish rule.  

ANSWER: the Taíno [accept Arawak]  

[10] Maguana was one of the five Taíno principalities led by rulers with this title. The Spanish adopted this Taíno-

derived word to refer to the leaders of indigenous groups in the colonial era. 

ANSWER: cacique [or cacica or kasike] 

 



16. This player scored a Stanley Cup winning goal that was not initially seen by many of the other players, which his 

teammates only noticed when he skated to the other end of the ice to hug his goalie Antti Niemi. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this first ever American winner of the Art Ross and Hart trophies.  

ANSWER: Patrick Kane 

[10] Patrick Kane has played his entire NHL career with this team along with teammates Jonathan Toews and 

Duncan Keith. This team won the Stanley Cup in 2010, 2013, and 2015.  

ANSWER: Chicago Blackhawks [accept either underlined portion]  

[10] During Chicago’s 2015 Stanley Cup run, a goal by this player was disallowed after he blatantly headbutted it 

into the net. He was later traded to Montreal for the draft pick that would become Alex Debrincat.  

ANSWER: Andrew Shaw 

 

17. When this goddess wanted to enter and conquer the underworld, her sister Ereshkigal forced her to remove her 

clothing at each gate and killed her. For 10 point each: 

[10] Name this Sumerian love goddess, the Queen of Heaven. A gate in Babylon was named after this goddess. 

ANSWER: Inanna or Ishtar [prompt on Astarte] 

[10] After Inanna returns from the underworld, she sees this consort of hers living lavishly and not in mourning. In a 

rage, Inanna forces this god to take her place in the underworld. 

ANSWER: Dumuzid or Tammuz 

[10] The Bull of Heaven sent by Inanna is killed by Gilgamesh and this wild man. At Inanna’s urging, this man is 

then struck dead by illness. 

ANSWER: Enkidu 

 

18. This designer’s creations characterized the post-WWII fashion trends of small bodices, cinched in waists, and 

long flowy skirts with ample fabric usage reminiscent of the Belle-Epoque. For 10 points each: 

[10] Name this designer, whose “New Look” revolutionized French fashion. 

ANSWER: Christian Dior 

[10] Despite having collaborated with the Nazi regime, this designer reopened her fashion house in 1954 to 

American and British applause, though the French response was more muted. She was known for her androgynous, 

anti-Belle-Epoque style. 

ANSWER: Gabrielle Bonheur “Coco” Chanel 

[10] This Italian rival of Chanel, despite enjoying success in the pre-war era with her surrealist Dali and Cocteau 

collaborations, could not adapt to post-war fashion and closed shop in 1954.  

ANSWER: Elsa Schiaparelli 

 

19. Answer some questions about pop singers of Albanian descent - yes, there’s enough for a whole bonus. FTPE: 

[10] Name this artist from London, perhaps the most famous of the singing Shqiptars, who recorded the songs One 

Kiss, Don’t Start Now, and IDGAF. Her stage presence is also perhaps the worst of the Albanian wave. 

ANSWER: Dua Lipa  

[10] This artist sings “oh, I don't need a hand to hold, even when the night is cold, I got that fire in my soul” on the 

hook for a song by the white-rapper-ist of white rappers G-Eazy. This artist behind two All Your Fault EPs also 

recorded Last Hurrah and I’m A Mess. 

ANSWER: Bebe or Bleta Rexha 

[10] In 2018, third Albanian Rita Ora released this album, which includes Lonely Together ft. Avicii, Your Song, 

and Let You Love Me. Ora lies down on the floor of a pink room on the cover of this album. 

ANSWER: Phoenix 

 

20. The third word in the name of this mobile game, created by King.com, was added to distinguish it from its 

browser version. FTPE: 



[10] Name this game, a match three game where players must clear a board of the title colourful objects by row or 

column to clear them with a line of 3 or more. Odus the Owl must be kept asleep in this game. 

ANSWER: Candy Crush Saga 

[10] Candy Crush Saga is this type of game, as no money is needed to play but boards can be cleared through in-

game purchases. Clash of Clans and Clash Royale are both considered this type of game, as there is no initial price 

but money can give advantages without being pay-to-win. 

ANSWER: freemium 

[10] Candy Crush Saga relies on one of these phenomena, a repetitive cycle of gameplay designed to give the player 

a regular hit of dopamine. These phenomena are inspired by the experiments of B.F. Skinner and can also promote 

the regular purchase of loot boxes. 

ANSWER: compulsion loop or core loop 

 


